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To the search committee            October 7, 2018

This is a letter of reference for Christine Di Staola who is in her third year of our graduate program: I 
have been working with her for three years.  She has earned candidacy and we anticipate she will grad-
uate this Spring.  Christine has far more teaching experience than most newly minted MFAs so please 
give her application your close attention: she received her BFA in 1988 and while continuing to paint she 
had a career teaching English in Italy, before coming to Miami for her MFA in Painting.  Since arriving in 
Miami she has taken on students for private art lessons, mentored students in the Athletic department, 
and assisted with an Innovation Pilot Program in the College of Engineering, outside of her TA work 
which has included teaching ART 101 Perceptual Drawing and ART 202 Beginning Painting. I believe 
she is prepared to teach drawing, painting, two dimensional design and beginning printmaking classes.

We have had many good discussions about the nature of teaching: she takes it seriously as a profes-
sion. Christine does not consider herself to be a product of the “digital age” but she has learned how 
to access technology to prepare lectures, document her work, and research topics and contemporary 
artists online.  She has a terific appetite for new information, either new processes or artists she has not 
experienced before.  She has been very involved in the department’s functions and the other students 
(both graduate and undergraduate) respect her opinions; I believe she will be well prepared for a full 
time teaching position. I served as department chair from 2006 to 2014 and hired many adjuncts, full 
time lecturers and tenure-track faculty: if I were still in that position I would not hesitate to hire Christine if 
any of those positions were available.

Christine’s paintings are skillful combinations of the figure in surroundings that morph into geometric 
abstraction: her use of color simultaneously both enhances and confuses the space, making the works 
highly visually rewarding to study.  In printmaking she is currently working on a series of monoprints that 
involve manipulating digital printouts with solvents and then overprinting them with etching and litho inks 
to make uniquely layered surfaces. Both paintings and prints have had success in national juried compe-
titions.

If I can provide any other information, please don’t hesitate to call 305.284.2542 (department office) or 
email l.drost@miami.edu

Sincerely,

Lise Drost
Professor, Department of Art and Art History


